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His Share of Glory Cyril M. Kornbluth 1940
Inverted World Christopher Priest 2010-05-13 A uniquely powerful novel of a society in decay.
On a planet whose very nature is a mystery a massive decrepit city is pulled along a massive
railway track, laying the line down before it as it progresses into the wilderness. The society within
toils under an oppressive regime, its structures always on the point of collapse, the lives of its
individuals lived in misery. No one knows where they are going, why they are going or what they
will ﬁnd when they get there. The ending of the novel provides one of the most profound twists in
SF. Winner of the BSFA Award for best novel, 1974. Christopher Priest is a genre-leading author of
SFF ﬁction. His novel, THE PRESTIGE, won a number of awards and was adapted into a critically
acclaimed, Oscar-nominated ﬁlm directed by Christopher Nolan (TENET, INCEPTION) starring Hugh
Jackman (THE GREATEST SHOWMAN, X-MEN), Christian Bale (THE BIG SHORT, BATMAN BEGINS),
Michael Caine (THE ITALIAN JOB) and Scarlett Johansson (MARRIAGE STORY, THE AVENGERS).
Search the Sky Frederik Pohl 2021-02-28 Search the Sky is a satirical science ﬁction novel set in
the far future, at a time when humanity has long since colonized the stars. It begins on a planet
called Halsey's which is in a state of decline. When a "Longliner" generation ship arrives, having
failed to make contact with at least six other colonised planets, Ross (the main protagonist in the
story) is sent to investigate what is going on at the other colonies. He is given access to a faster
than light spacecraft that can make each journey almost instantly. It transpires that this
technology had been shrouded in secrecy and hidden away behind a secret code, due to the risk
of interstellar war. However, the isolated colonies that Ross and his crew encounter are aﬀected
by their own lack of genetic diversity in diﬀerent ways from Halsey's planet, resulting in a decline
in their uniquely strange societies.Search the Sky is the second novel that Fredrik Pohl and C.M.
Kornbluth produced using their extreme endurance form of creative collaboration.
Platinum Pohl Frederik Pohl 2007-01-23 Frederik Pohl, the bestselling author of The Boy Who
Would Live Forever, is famous for his novels, but ﬁrst and foremost, he is a master of the science
ﬁction short story. For more than ﬁfty years he has been writing incisive, entertaining SF stories,
several hundred in all. Even while writing his bestselling triple-crown (Hugo, Nebula, Campbell
Award) novel Gateway and the other Heechee Saga novels, he has always written short ﬁction.
Now, for the ﬁrst time, he has gathered together the best of his many stories. Spanning the
decades, these tales are in their way a living history of science ﬁction. Because Frederik Pohl has
been on the frontlines of the ﬁeld since the halcyon days of the late 1930s, and has written short
stories in every decade since. And because he has always been a keen observer of the human
condition and the world that is shaped by it, his stories reﬂect the currents of political
movements, social trends, major events that have shaken the world . . . Yet at their core, all his
stories are most acutely concerned with people. All sorts of people. Some are people you'll love,
some you'll hate. But you will need to ﬁnd out what happens to the people who inhabit these
stories. Because Frederik Pohl imbues his characters with a depth and individuality that makes
them as real as people you see every day. Of course, he also employs a mind-boggling variety of
scientiﬁc ideas and science ﬁctional tropes with which his characters must interact. And he does it
all with seemingly no eﬀort at all. That's some trick. Not everyone can do that . . . but that's why
he was named a Grand Master of Science Fiction by his peers in the Science Fiction Writers of
America. Here are his two Hugo Award winning stories, "Fermi and Frost" and "The Meeting" (with
C. M. Kornbluth), along with such classic novellas as the powerful "The Gold at the Starbow's End"
and "The Greening of Bed-Stuy," and stories such as "Servant of the People," "Shaﬀery Among the
Immortals," and "Growing Up in Edge City," all ﬁnalists for major awards. And dozens of other
wonderful tales, like "The Mayor of Mare Tranq" and the provocative "The Day the Martians
Landed" and many others. Altogether, a grand collection of thought-provoking, entertaining
science ﬁction by one of the all-time greats! At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Merchants of Venus A. H. Phelps 2014-03-28 A pioneer movement is like a building—the
foundation is never built for beauty!
Engine Summer John Crowley 2013-01-10 In the drowsy tranquility of Little Belaire, the Truthful
Speakers lead lives of peaceful self-suﬃciency ignoring the depopulated wilderness beyond their
narrow borders. It is a society untouched by pain or violence and the self-destroying 'Angels' of
the past are barely remembered. But when Rush That Speaks leaves his home on a pilgrimage of
self-enlightenment, he ﬁnds a landscape haunted by myths and memories. The overgrown ruins
reﬂect a world outside that is stranger than his people ever dreamed ...
The Age of the Pussyfoot Frederik Pohl 1971
Pohlstars Frederik Pohl 1986
Heechee Rendezvous Frederik Pohl 1985
The Merchants' War Frederik Pohl 1984
Beyond the Blue Event Horizon Frederik Pohl 2009-03-31 A Hugo Award-ﬁnalist sequel to Gateway
ﬁnds its protagonist ﬁnancing a deep-space expedition in the hopes of ending a humanitythreatening famine, a journey that is complicated by a human child and a threatening alien
civilization that is headed toward Earth. Reprint.
The Boy Who Would Live Forever Frederik Pohl 2005-11-01 In 1977 Frederik Pohl stunned the
science ﬁction world with the publication of Gateway, one of the most brilliantly entertaining SF
novels of all time. Gateway was a bestseller and won science ﬁction's triple crown: the Hugo,
Nebula, and John W. Campbell Memorial awards for best novel. Now, more than twenty-ﬁve years
later, Pohl has completed a new novel set in the Gateway universe. The Boy Who Would Live
Forever has a sense of wonder and excitement that will satisfy those who loved Gateway and will
delight new readers as well. In Gateway, long after the alien Heechee abandoned their spacestation, Gateway (as humans dubbed it) allowed humans to explore new worlds. The Heechee,
alarmed by the alien Kugel whose goal was to destroy all organic lifeforms, had already retreated
to the galactic core where they now lived in peace. Now, in The Boy Who Would Live Forever,
humans with dreams of life among the stars are joining the Heechee at the core, to live there
along with those humans and Heechee whose physical bodies have died and their minds stored in
electronic memory so that their wisdom passes down through the ages. Their peace is threatened
by the Kugel, who may yet attack the core. But a much greater threat is the human Wan Enrique
Santos-Smith, whose blind loathing of the Heechee fuels an insane desire to destroy them and,
incidentally, every living being in the galaxy. Stan and Estrella, two young people from Earth,
went to Gateway looking for adventure, and found each other. They settle among the Heechee on
Forested Planet of Warm Old Star Twenty-Four, never suspecting that they may be the last best
hope to save the galaxy. But with allies like Gelle-Klara Moynlin--one of the galaxy's richest
women, who isn't content to just have money, but wants to use her wealth for good, and machine
mind Marc Antony-a wonderful chef to thousands of living and stored clients, they are destined to
contend with Wan's terrible plan. Frederik Pohl has woven together the lives of these and other
memorable characters to create a masterful new novel. At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Drunkards Walk Frederik Pohl 1989 A dreamer of the future of the years in 2000.
The Space Merchants Frederik Pohl 1987 Mitchell Courtenay, an advertising copywriter of the
future is assigned to sway public support for the American colonization of Venus
The Space Merchants Frederik Pohl 1985 Mitchell Courtenay, an advertising copywriter of the
future is assigned to sway public support for the American colonization of Venus
The Space Merchants Frederik Pohl 1953 The Space Merchants is a satirical vision of Earth's
foreseeable future when advertising had gone mad and society is divided into those who sell and
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the lowly consumers who buy.
Chernobyl Frederik Pohl 2014-06-17 In an extraordinary novel, Pohl has cast the events
surrounding the explosion at Chernobyl into a monumental work of speculative ﬁction. Based on
careful research, Chernobyl takes readers into the lives, homes and heartbeats of the people who
were there.
The Best of C. M. Kornbluth C. M. Kornbluth 2021-11-05T14:17:00Z The Silly Season, The Marching
Morons, and The Mindworn are just three of the acknowledged science ﬁction classics included in
this masterful collection of nineteen tales all displaying the author's very best work! A must-have
for all lovers of excellent old-style sci-ﬁ.
Homegoing Frederik Pohl 1990 Science ﬁction-roman.
Expedition Wayne Douglas Barlowe 1990 A twenty-fourth century explorer shows and describes
the characteristics and behavior of extraterrrestrial life forms he discovered on the planet Darwin
IV
Farthest Star Frederik Pohl 2013-07-25 There was no shortage of danger on Cuckoo. 20,000
light years away, the enormous ﬂat surface of Cuckoo travelling at one-sixth the speed of light
aimed arrow-straight at the galaxy. Sun One sent the space probe Aurora with a crew of
replicates, both human and alien, to intercept. It was a doomed ship. Yet from that mission came
Ground Station One, peopled by tachyon transmission, its crew impatient to explore the menace
of Cuckoo. Towards them ﬂee a young nomadic wingman, a redbearded giant, and a replicate Ben
Yale Pertin intent only on survival, until a frightened girl screams for help...
Slave Ship Frederik Pohl 1957
Gateway Frederik Pohl 2010 Wealth . . . or death. Those were the choices Gateway oﬀered.
Humans had discovered this artiﬁcial spaceport, full of working interstellar ships left behind by the
mysterious, vanished Heechee. Their destinations are preprogrammed. They are easy to operate,
but impossible to control. Some came back with discoveries which made their intrepid pilots rich;
others returned with their remains barely identiﬁable. It was the ultimate game of Russian
roulette, but in this resource-starved future there was no shortage of desperate volunteers.
The Space Merchants Frederik Pohl 2011-12-06 In a vastly overpopulated near-future world,
businesses have taken the place of governments and now hold all political power. States exist
merely to ensure the survival of huge transnational corporations. Advertising has become hugely
aggressive and boasts some of the world's most powerful executives. Through advertising, the
public is constantly deluded into thinking that all the products on the market improve the quality
of life. However, the most basic elements are incredibly scarce, including water and fuel. The
planet Venus has just been visited and judged ﬁt for human settlement, despite its inhospitable
surface and climate; colonists would have to endure a harsh climate for many generations until
the planet could be terraformed. Mitch Courtenay is a star-class copywriter in the Fowler
Schocken advertising agency and has been assigned the ad campaign that would attract colonists
to Venus, but a lot more is happening than he knows about. Mitch is soon thrown into a world of
danger, mystery, and intrigue, where the people in his life are never quite what they seem, and
his loyalties and core beliefs will be put to the test.
Our Angry Earth Isaac Asimov 2018-03-06 New York Times bestselling author Kim Stanley
Robinson introduces this new edition of Our Angry Earth, a call to action from science ﬁction
Grandmasters Isaac Asimov and Frederik Pohl.
Jem Frederik Pohl 1994
The Magic Of His Touch Barbara Monajem 2013-04-01 Tired of being paraded before every eligible
bachelor, Peony Whistleby decides it's time to ﬁnd her true love–through the ancient custom of
rolling naked in the dew on May Day morning. But the magic goes awry when she is caught in the
act–and by an entirely unsuitable man. And yet, the way his eyes linger upon her ﬂesh ignites a
sensual craving that can only be satisﬁed by his touch...
Wall Around A Star Frederik Pohl 2013-02-25 He was a reluctant passenger on a voyage to save
the galaxy... Butterﬂylike aliens had brought Earth into the galactic culture. But she was a poor
relation, valued only for the living human human bodies she rented out for whatever purposes her
nonhuman customers desired. Then Cuckoo was discovered. Millions of miles in diameter, less
dense than air, it had a solid surface that was home to many races - including a species of Man.
And that was odd, for Cuckoo was from another galaxy! Suddenly, one human, a linguist, became
very important. If Jen Babylon could solve the mystery of Cuckoo's records he might raise
humanity's standing among the older races - but he might also save the galaxy!
The Coming of the Quantum Cats Frederik Pohl 1995-03-01
O Pioneer! Frederik Pohl 1999-04-15 A computer hacker who is able to instantly transport himself
to the planet Tupelo ﬁnds himself elected mayor of the human population and mediator among a
range of disparate species
Sodenia Luigi Robles 2018-08-29 Earth's doomsday clock is ticking towards its end. Fain lost his
parents at the hands of the alien visitors when he was just a boy. Wanting to make a diﬀerence,
he sought out the top-secret government program promising a secure Earth. Fain has a brilliant
mind for strategy and some of the fastest reﬂexes when it comes to piloting. His skills soon put
him on the map as one of the world's greatest pilots. But it isn't until he ﬁnishes the nearimpossible training that he discovers the gravity of the situation Earth is really in. His planet is in
the middle of an intergalactic battle.
The Explorers Cyril M. Kornbluth 1963
American Science Fiction Various 2012-09-27 Collects nine classic science ﬁction novels from
1953 to 1958.
Gladiator-At-Law Frederik Pohl 2016-08-09 CAUTION! You are about to enter a world... where all
engineering ingenuity has been employed for public spectacles of torture and death where the
stock market operates with pari-mutuel machines where a court clerk transcribes testimony on
punch cards, then feeds it to a jury machine where the dream real-estate development of today
has become a cracked-concrete savage jungle In this world, young lawyer Charles Mundin battles
a great combine of corporate interests—battles them in board meetings and in dark alleys—in a
struggle that lays bare some brutal promises of the future...promises we are beginning to make
right now. “...wholly admirable, in both thinking and execution.”—Galaxy “Reminiscent in vigor,
bite and acumen to THE SPACE MERCHANTS”—Anthony Boucher. “...possessed of a bite and
savage vigor which makes it one of the outstanding science ﬁction novels of the year.”—The New
York Times “...a powerfully convincing story.”—New York Herald Tribune
The Marching Morons C. M. Kornbluth 2016-03-10 In the distant future a man from the twentieth
century wakes to ﬁnd himself in an almost incomprehensible world...He realizes that the world has
left him behind, but he just might have the key to the future of all mankind. Cyril M. Kornbluth was
a highly inﬂuential science ﬁction writer who won both a Hugo Award and a Prometheus Award.
Wolfbane C. M. Kornbluth 2016-01-27 “WE’RE GOING TO FIND OUT MORE, AND THEN WE’RE
GOING TO FIGHT! It was enough to curdle the blood. Haendl was proposing to ﬁght—against the
invulnerable, the almost godlike Pyramids! Haendl stood up. “Tropile, that’s what this is all
about!” He gestured around him. “Guns, tanks, airplanes—it’s going to be us against them. Never
mind the Sheep; they don’t count. It’s going to be Pyramids and Wolves, and the Pyramids won’t
win. And then—” He was glowing, and the fever was contagious. Tropile felt his own blood begin
to pound. Haendl hadn’t ﬁnished his “and then—”, but he didn’t have to. It was obvious. And then
the Earth would go back to its own solar system, and an end to the ﬁve-year cycle of frost and
hunger. And then the Wolves would rule a world worth ruling. This is a work of ﬁction. All the
characters and events portrayed in this book are ﬁctional, and any resemblance to real people or
incidents is purely coincidental.
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The Man who Ate the World Frederik Pohl 1960
The Space Merchants Wendie Nordgren 2015-11-18 Teagan Green dreams of escaping the
drudgery of Earth and traversing the stars. Will her dreams come true, or will events from her
past destroy her?
The Puﬃn Book of Science Fiction Nicholas Fisk 1994

The Transmigration of Timothy Archer Philip K. Dick 2004-12-14 The Transmigration of
Timothy Archer, the ﬁnal novel in the trilogy that also includes Valis and The Divine Invasion, is an
anguished, learned, and very moving investigation of the paradoxes of belief. It is the story of
Timothy Archer, an urbane Episcopal bishop haunted by the suicides of his son and mistress--and
driven by them into a bizarre quest for the identity of Christ. From the Trade Paperback edition.
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